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because he emphasized, over and. over I predicted. the former things and they

have some to pass. Well , Isa. e pss.s&#-' predicted. that long ago, now, we

read in Ijt book again and. we see bow it is up to this point and. we

know that we an x trust it for the rest, so I have xpredictod the former

things, they have some to pass, an, now, I am predicting new things which

are goint to ..Yes, was there a further question on that. Now,from the view
of the 2nd. viewpoint,
4hM- you have to say, the old. thingewby- are things which have

some to pass which have been preis- predicted., in some earl portion,- not

in this portion, are things which God. did. in an earlier iii.' t&kti . They

doult have that same strong argument from predictive prophecy., that you. have

...ant there is so mush emphasis - laid on it, that it rather tires away from

the force of it. Well, then shall we look at forty nine. Xi We looked. yesterday

at _43:8.-Am I wrong on that ... x 43:8-13. 1190 milL- ...Yes, 11.3:8 would you

read us that verse Mr. Lee, you haventt prepared that, but you can read it to

us easily. Homes- Hossa, in line with the comparison we have a passage. would

be good. to tce it imperative e- if we can but Imperative would be Hosea instead

of Hose**. The more natural way to take it is the way that Mr. Lee takes it,

as a perfect. 4!k._se4. a*tu7.lwr Us-tmke But I can't help feeling that since

it is.. .Hosee. .Th. pra1ii1 makes it seem very likely that that Is the way to ...

.&n& you notice that the word. Hanaim and the word. .. .becanse the ...but if you

take it as an imperative as Hosee rather that Hosee, as it stands here, well,

then it would. be parallel with this verse in 111:20. The context seems to Nag*

suggest that that is the corrct way to take it. Bring forth, then, the blind.

the people that have X eyes are still blind, and. the people that have ears but

are still deaf. I This Is Just one verse that is paralleled. It ist1 whole passage

this ip parallel to this, ...it a. summons to them. It is a little different

lanu.age but the same genera]. tone. Could. you take the ± next one, Mr.- bu.tl Butler.
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